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ABSTRACT 

 
Fuel presents one of the biggest costs in mining, running millions of dollars each month. In 
addition to the cost of fuel, slower production due to fueling procedures contributes to millions 
more dollars in lost revenue each year. Since January 2015, a key operator in the oil sands 
region of Alberta, Canada, has experimented with an automated fuel dispatching service that 
has extended the time between fueling sessions over 30% on average. At the same time, the 
mine has experienced improved production numbers by reducing the attention to fueling 
required by dispatchers and operators. This paper discusses how implementation of the Wenco 
Fuel Dispatch service has increased production time and contributed to optimized operator 
performance at this operation in the Canadian oil sands.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A key producer in the oil sands region of Alberta, Canada, has experimented with an automated 
dispatching service that has increased both its hours between fueling and production numbers. 
The operation in question is a large crude oil and natural gas production site near the 
community of Wood Buffalo, Alberta. Present estimates of the site’s holdings suggest it contains 
a potential six billion barrels of crude oil, currently ramping up to an estimated rate of 250,000 
barrels per day. Production involves a truck and shovel mining operation that uses a fleet of 61 
ultra-class haul trucks, including Caterpillar 797 and Komatsu 930E models. 
 
Prior to 2015, this operation did not use a fuel efficiency system to govern its haul truck fueling. 
Rather, dispatchers used data drawn from vehicles’ OEM systems or a standard heuristic model 
to determine appropriate points at which to send trucks for fuel. Caterpillar 797s were sent for 
fueling based on the remaining fuel hours indicated by their VIMS systems; Komatsu trucks 
were filled every shift, irrespective of the amount of fuel left in their tanks. As well, some 
operators would perform fuel runs independently of a dispatcher assignment when concerned 
about their remaining fuel levels. Without a fuel efficiency system, site personnel were unable to 
tell the remaining fuel hours with accuracy and, instead, erred on the side of caution.  
 
Starting November 2014, the mine began investigating their fueling data and found concerning 
results. For the previous year, Caterpillar haulers were averaging 12.6 hours between fueling 
sessions — a tolerable amount of time, but far from extraordinary. Meanwhile, the smaller 



Komatsu trucks without OEM fuel monitors averaged around nine or 10 hours between fuel 
sessions in the previous year — an unacceptable result. 
 
In late January 2015, the mine commenced trial use of the Wenco Fuel Dispatch fuel efficiency 
system. This system connects to the Wencomine fleet management system and uses the data it 
collects to automate the fueling process. 
 

WENCO FUEL DISPATCH 
 
Fuel Dispatch starts by assessing the current levels of fuel remaining in an active haul truck. 
The system calculates each truck’s remaining fuel hours by processing data about its model, its 
status, and its uphill and downhill travel through the system’s fuel depletion algorithm. Vehicles 
with OEM fuel monitors, such as the Caterpillar 797s, have the option of polling these systems 
to determine the fuel hours remaining. Wenco Fuel Dispatch also integrates with OmniComm 
fuel sensors for sites using this third-party fuel monitoring solution. 
 
Once the system determines the unit’s remaining fuel hours, it checks the result against the 
system’s preconfigured thresholds for fuel dispatching. The system maintains two threshold 
numbers, beyond which the unit becomes a candidate for fueling: a Suggested threshold and a 
Critical threshold.   
 
When a unit’s fuel hours fall below the Suggested threshold, Fuel Dispatch generates an event 
that dispatchers can choose to see in the Wencomine eventing system, Event Monitor. These 
events indicate that the unit is now a candidate for fueling. The next time that truck exits a dump 
location, it can receive a dispatch assignment to refuel. Any unit whose fuel hours have fallen 
below the Critical threshold, however, will absolutely receive a dispatch assignment to refuel 
upon exiting the dump location.  
 
Once Fuel Dispatch finds a candidate for fueling, it searches the mine for available fuel 
locations. These locations are configured beforehand through the Wencomine dispatch 
application, Fleet Control. Dispatchers use this application to assign new fuel locations — either 
stationary fuel bays or specific locations for a mobile fuel trucks. (Note: The oil sands operator 
described in this paper only uses stationary fuel bays.) 
 
While defining fuel locations, dispatchers set the open and close hours, the number of fuel slots, 
and the number of queue slots for each location. Certain fueling locations may only operate for 
a set number of hours per day; outside of these hours, Fuel Dispatch ignores them as an option 
for fueling vehicles. (For example, the described oil sands operator closes its fuel bays between 
5:30 am and 7:30 am, as well as 5:30 pm and 7:30 pm.) Each fuel location has a limited number 
of spaces available for fueling vehicles at any time. Likewise, each location has a designated 
number of queue slots, so as to prevent an excessive buildup for trucks waiting for fuel.  
 
When Fuel Dispatch determines that a truck needs fuel, it considers all of these fuel locations 
defined in Fleet Control. It then eliminates any fuel locations locked out from the dump location 



that the fuel truck is exiting. The system also ignores any locations that are closed or that have 
no slots available for fueling or queueing (or that will have no slots available at the time of haul 
truck arrival). These slot exclusions do not apply to trucks in Critical fueling status, however. 
Any trucks whose fuel hours have passed the Critical threshold may exceed the number of 
available queue slots, so they absolutely receive fuel before their tanks run empty.  
 
The Fuel Dispatch algorithm then adds together the projected travel time (based on average 
travel times between the truck’s current location and the fuel location), the projected queuing 
time, and the fueling time for each remaining potential fuel location. The fuel location with the 
lowest total Time Until Fueled — the sum of the travel time, queuing time, and fueling time — 
becomes the assigned fuel location. Fuel Dispatch then sends a dispatch assignment to the 
haul truck, prompting it to fuel at that location. At this point, the system also notifies the 
dispatcher through Event Monitor, indicating that the target truck has left production to travel for 
fuel. In the event that Fuel Dispatch finds no available fuel locations (due to closed fuel bays, 
locked dumps, or full fueling and queueing slots), the system also sends an alert to the 
dispatcher through Event Monitor. The dispatcher can then decide how best to proceed and 
dispatch trucks for fuel manually if necessary. 
 

FUEL DISPATCH IN THE OIL SANDS 
 
Upon initial setup of Fuel Dispatch at the oil sands site, the system was configured with a 
Suggested fuel threshold of five hours and a Critical fuel threshold of three hours. Since that 
time, dispatchers have lowered those thresholds; Suggested now sits at 3.5 hours and Critical 
at two hours. Representatives of the oil sands producer contend these numbers could be 
lowered with no ill effect. Because the site closes its fuel bays for two hours, twice a day, these 
thresholds remain in order to prevent a truck running out of fuel while the fuel bay is closed. The 
operation actually projects times of 2.5 hour Suggested and 1.5 Critical if it were to keep its fuel 
locations open 24 hours a day. Given these thresholds, trucks still receive fuel dispatches with 
15% to 18% of their fuel tanks remaining — about 1,000 litres for the Caterpillar 797s, more 
than enough to perform several haul cycles. Even with these restrictions, though, the producer 
has extended the time between fueling sessions to 16 hours. Every three runs for fuel, they 
have gained an additional free fueling session.  
 



 
 
The above chart shows the net operating hours (NOH) per fueling session for each model of haul truck before 
installation of the Wenco Fuel Dispatch automated fuel dispatching service and for the first three months of its use at 
the oil sands operation. For the whole of 2014, the entire fleet averaged 11.8 NOH per fueling session; this number 
increased to over 16 hours by March, following installation and configuration of Wenco Fuel Dispatch — a time 
savings of 4.7 hours per truck. 



 
 



 
The above boxplots show the remaining fuel levels at the time of fuel dispatch for 10 representative Caterpillar 797 
haul trucks before and after installation of Wenco Fuel Dispatch. Whiskers on each plot extent to 1.5 times the 
interquartile range.  
 
The oil sands producer is also experiencing unforeseen benefit from the system due to its data 
collection capabilities. The Fuel Dispatch system has provided the operation with accurate data 
on fueling times and travel times based on status switching. With this information, mine 
managers have been able to quantify important metrics for fueling efficiency and use them to 
model scenarios for improved fueling processes. They have performed studies to determine 
whether or not it proves cost efficient to move fuel bays or how to reduce wasted time due to 
personnel delays.  
 
Operator acceptance has also returned better results than anticipated. Fuel Dispatch has made 
the fueling process more consistent, easing concerns and adding confidence to operators and 
dispatchers alike. The producer reports fewer instances of operators contacting dispatchers with 
low fuel hours; they now trust the system, allowing them to perform their tasks without concern 
for fueling. Dispatchers also prefer the automated system, as it has removed the additional 
attention burden of fueling from their daily work process. They are able to configure the fuel bay 
at the start of their shift in less than a minute and let the system control the process for the rest 



of the day. Initial configuration of the system occurred in less than a single shift and uptake was 
rapid among all staff. Managers prefer the system as well, as they are able to get more active 
production time out of the fleet. 
 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT  
 
The results from the January trial of Wenco Fuel Dispatch at the oil sands producer prompted 
managers to purchase a full license for the system within three days of configuration. Since 
then, the site has continued to use the system to great effect, producing a quantifiable return on 
investment by gaining over three additional net operating hours per fueling session. 
 

Truck Model Time Period NOH per Fueling Session 
Caterpillar 797B 2014 13.4 

Caterpillar 797F 2014 12.8 

Komatsu 930E 2014 9.3 

Total Fleet 2014 11.8 

Caterpillar 797B January 2015 14.4 

Caterpillar 797F January 2015 14.2 

Komatsu 930E January 2015 8.9 

Total Fleet January 2015 12.5 

Caterpillar 797B February 2015 16.2 

Caterpillar 797F February 2015 16.3 

Komatsu 930E February 2015 12.9 

Total Fleet February 2015 15.1 

Caterpillar 797B March 2015 16.8 

Caterpillar 797F March 2015 16.6 

Komatsu 930E March 2015 16.0 

Total Fleet March 2015 16.5 
 
At a refueling rate of every 16.5 hours, trucks spend approximately 221 hours a year fueling. 
(The oil sands producer provided an average of 25 minutes per fueling session.) Previously, the 
site’s Caterpillar fleet spent approximately 279 hours a year fueling — a total time savings per 
truck of 58 hours, almost 2.5 days of production per truck per year. The Komatsu 930E trucks 
gained even more uptime — an estimated increase of 164 hours per year, or almost a week per 
truck. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 



As evidenced by the results from this large-scale oil sands producer, automated fuel dispatching 
has strong potential to streamline the fueling cycle and reduce the time haul trucks spend out of 
production. The Fuel Dispatch algorithm designed by Wenco sends dispatch assignments to 
haul truck operators based on configurable parameters for fuel levels and fuel locations at mine 
sites. In this regard, trucks refuel only when necessary and always fuel at the location that 
allows them to return to production the quickest. In addition to the time gains produced by this 
automation, the data collected through the system has allowed the producer to consider 
possibilities for further fuel process enhancements, such as repositioning fuel bays or training 
personnel in fueling efficiency. In total, automated fuel dispatching as provided by the Wenco 
Fuel Dispatch system has provided the oil sands producer with weeks of saved production time 
and has demonstrated that fueling inefficiency can be controlled and optimized at mine sites to 
generate stronger returns. 


